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IntroductionHi, my name is Wilson Foo, the author of 31 Simple Stretches You Can Do At Your

Desk.First of all, I’d like to congratulate you for downloading this e-book. You now have before

you an incredible resource to improve your work day and your physical health - 1 stretch for

every day of every month.Now, you may be wondering to yourself, how can a few simple

stretches make a great impact to your workday?Let me share with you how it has improved

mine.My storyHave you ever felt extremely tired while working at your desk? I certainly have.

Before I started writing this e-book, I was a litigation lawyer. This job sometimes entailed long

hours and a great deal of stress.The common perception of litigation lawyers is that we spend

most of the day on our feet arguing in court. While that is partially true and oral arguments in

courtrooms are indeed an integral part of the work, much of the time was actually spent at my

desk, staring at the computer, poring through reams of documents and drafting written

work.Sitting at the same position for a long time can leave us feeling extremely weary. Staring

at a screen all day long also tends to strain the neck and back. Not having to move around

means that our legs also don’t get much chance to stretch and we start to feel restless all the

time.Even at home, I worked on some other projects of my own as well. I am also an app

developer and have published some desktop, web and Android apps online. Spending long

hours at the desk coding on the weekends made it even worse as I did not get a break from my

sedentary lifestyle.I felt that I needed to contribute to the world by helping others in the same

situation. Everybody who works, whether at home, or in an office, can benefit from stretching

once in a while. This tends to relax our muscles and gives us better productivity. After a good

stretch, your work may still be the same and perhaps nothing has changed - but everything has

changed, because you feel more alert and able to tackle the challenges ahead.After stretching,

I feel rejuvenated and refreshed, at least for the moment. As there are 31 stretches, you can do

each stretch for every day in the month - or you can do one a day. The key is to do whatever

suits you the most.May you ever be happy and relaxed as you stretch those muscles!

''I wanna recommend this book to all young people and particularly those people interested in

this type of diet. Notwithstanding, you see exceptional pictures and descriptions. The entire

book structure is top quality. Each page is full of content, and the procedures are explained

step-by-step with information that helps create a more conducive "alimentary environment." I

recommend this book to everyone interested in this diet.'' --- Losanna'' Having said that, it was

very easy to read and the authors managed to clearly explain some complicated sciences. I

usually never read diet books and I'm extremely cynical about such diet books, which tend to

appear shortly after Christmas. However, I bought the book after seeing favorable reviews on

various forums.'' ---Dherita''After finding and reading this book I feel so much calmer about

starting a Dr Sebi Cure . I feel like this book provided me with recipes and steps for success

and I'm so excited to apply what I've learned in this book!'' --- Shelley''This was purchased for

my granddaughter. She was impressed with how the book is set up... chapters for each food

type... lots of tips & hints. this book is a winner!'' --- Karen''I love the way the book is organized.

The Basics and Staples section has many recipes that I use weekly. Every recipe I've tried so

far has been great including the seasonal pumpkin spice oatmeal.'' --- Rebeca Colin '' What an

excellent read as it provides a different perspective on eating to help improve our health. What I

enjoyed most about DR SEBI DIET is that you can actually follow the tips and strategies



provided in it as they are realistic and can fit into anyone's busy lifestyle. ''--- Loris " I absolutely

love this book. It is very well organized, laid out for easy use, and brief on the technical aspect

of Dr Sebi Diet, but gets the information across. I've already made 4 recipes from it and they

are fantastic. So easy to use with the shopping list, prep list & recipes, and useful references.

My only challenge is the fractional numbers on the recipes are too small for these tired eyes :)

All in all absolutely recommend this book. I'm on my 2nd day and already feeling a bit better :)"

--- Richard From the Author''Hi, my name Indira and welcome to my book's collection. This

book will teach you everything you need to know about Dr sebi's diet. You will learn how to use

the Dr.Sebi diet to manage digestive issues, and finally, increase your quality of life! In this

book, I have inserted a present (a bonus) for you! All you have to do is sign up for the email

and receive an exclusive bonus:  C Extra recipes C Email content So scroll up, click on

'Buy Now', and Get Your Copy! ''About the AuthorIndira Swami is a herbalist, biochemist, and

pathologist. She studied plant-based nutrition at the Kingdom College of Natural Health. In her

20 years of experience, she honed and developed those skills to include alkaline-based

diets. Indira believes in the power of plants and proper nutrition to heal any ailment. She is an

expert in this field, with countless workshops under her belt. She's helped cure people all over

the world. Her approach doesn't include healing just the symptoms but also taking a holistic

approach that promotes wellbeing, energy, and physical and mental harmony. In her

books, Indira explains the benefits of a strict alkaline diet and warns of dangers that come

from eating processed foods. She helps people understand and implement Dr. Sebi's detox

diets. In her books, you can find clear instructions, lists of allowed foods, and detailed recipes

that are both healthy and delicious. As a holistic healer, she's also written books on Dr.

Sebi's plant-based cures and treatments. In all her works, she focuses on common diseases

that leave many people in terrible debt without any solution. She offers a holistic treatment that

is a complete game-changer. Indira draws on her knowledge of different herbs and their

medicinal powers and develops natural remedies and treatments aligned with Dr.

Sebi's philosophy. In her books, you can find recipes for these remedies, with a clear outline of

how they can help you and what diseases they can cure. Indira is a health activist who

believes in the power of nutrition. Her experience thought her that we can all be healthy, fit, and

energetic if we give up on acidic foods and adopt a healthy, alkaline lifestyle. When she's not

writing books or healing people through plant-based treatments and recipes, Indira spends her

time studying Dr. Sebi's body of work, traveling, and hanging out with her family. She has a

supportive husband and four amazing children who inspire her to create a better world.Read

more
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Inner thigh stretchResources Introduction Hi, my name is Wilson Foo, the author of 31 Simple

Stretches You Can Do At Your Desk. First of all, I’d like to congratulate you for downloading this

e-book. You now have before you an incredible resource to improve your work day and your

physical health - 1 stretch for every day of every month. Now, you may be wondering to

yourself, how can a few simple stretches make a great impact to your workday? Let me share

with you how it has improved mine. My story Have you ever felt extremely tired while working at

your desk? I certainly have. Before I started writing this e-book, I was a litigation lawyer. This

job sometimes entailed long hours and a great deal of stress. The common perception of

litigation lawyers is that we spend most of the day on our feet arguing in court. While that is

partially true and oral arguments in courtrooms are indeed an integral part of the work, much

of the time was actually spent at my desk, staring at the computer, poring through reams of

documents and drafting written work. Sitting at the same position for a long time can leave us

feeling extremely weary. Staring at a screen all day long also tends to strain the neck and back.

Not having to move around means that our legs also don’t get much chance to stretch and we

start to feel restless all the time. Even at home, I worked on some other projects of my own as

well. I am also an app developer and have published some desktop, web and Android apps

online. Spending long hours at the desk coding on the weekends made it even worse as I did

not get a break from my sedentary lifestyle. I felt that I needed to contribute to the world by

helping others in the same situation. Everybody who works, whether at home, or in an office,

can benefit from stretching once in a while. This tends to relax our muscles and gives us better

productivity. After a good stretch, your work may still be the same and perhaps nothing has

changed - but everything has changed, because you feel more alert and able to tackle the

challenges ahead. After stretching, I feel rejuvenated and refreshed, at least for the moment.

As there are 31 stretches, you can do each stretch for every day in the month - or you can do

one a day. The key is to do whatever suits you the most. May you ever be happy and relaxed as

you stretch those muscles!Stretch 1: Interlock fingers and reach for the sky This stretch is

meant to stretch the muscles of your arm and back. This stretch can be done sitting down. For

this stretch, first, interlock the fingers of your hands. Next, face your palms away from

you. Then raise your hands above your head, palms facing upward, and reach towards the

sky. Hold the position for 5 seconds Repeat this exercise for as many times as it takes to

rejuvenate yourself. Do you have back pain? Visit to find out how you can lose the back pain

now!Stretch 2: Touch your toes This stretch is meant to stretch the muscles of your arm and

back. This stretch is meant to be done standing up. Bend over with your arms extended



downwards. Reach down to your toes, as far as you can go. Hold the position for 5

seconds. Repeat this exercise for as many times as it takes to rejuvenate yourself. Do you

want to find out how to do hyperbolic stretching? Visit if you are a man and if you are a woman!

Stretch 3: Reach to the left and right 
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